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Chairman Berman, Ranking Member Ros-Lehtinen, Members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to appear today to discuss how the People’s Republic of China approaches cyber warfare, cyber espionage, and how the United States might respond.

It is a pleasure to appear before you today on an issue of great significance to the United States and, indeed, the world. The views I will present here today are my own. They are a product not only of my service on the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, but from my service as a military officer with significant background in intelligence and counterintelligence activities as well as decades of study of China.

The attacks on Google that prompted this hearing are the most recent example of a series of penetrations into the computer networks of American companies, departments of the U.S. Government, and even some members of Congress.

As the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission has documented in its 2009 Annual Report to Congress, “China is the origin of extensive malicious cyber activities that target the United States.” Attribution of cyber penetrations and malicious cyber activity is difficult, and even quite sensitive, because if one describes how attribution is achieved, it tells the intruder how to modify its operations and make them more effective.

Our Commission, in a contracted report on “The Capability of the People’s Republic of China to Conduct Cyber Warfare and Computer Network Exploitation,” provided a case study of a multi-day penetration into the computer systems of an American high technology company and how the data acquired was transferred to an Internet protocol address in China. The report also discussed the principal institutional and individual “actors” in Chinese computer network operations as well as the characteristics of network exploitation activities that are frequently attributed to China.

In the case of the Google penetrations, apparently servers at two schools in China, Jiaotong University in Shanghai and Lanxiang Vocational School in Shandong Province, were used in routing the attacks. Still, even if the attacks can be traced to China, it is not clear who ordered the attacks. I want to give you my own views on how, through circumstantial evidence, knowledge of the organizations in China responsible for intelligence, security activities and repression or control of the Chinese population, and logic, one can pick out the most likely actors in some of these Chinese computer networks operations.

I will discuss three types of malicious Chinese computer network operations: Those that strengthen political and economic control in China; those that gather economic, military or technology intelligence and information; and those that reconnoiter, map and gather
targeting information in U.S. military, government, civil infrastructure or corporate networks for later exploitation or attack.

First, skilled computer operators in China routinely exploit systems to gain information about what certain political dissidents may say, how they use the web, and with whom they may communicate. The organizations in China most likely to put the information related to individual accounts belonging to people who may be politically active taken in the Google penetrations to use are those responsible for internal security, repression or control of the Chinese population, and control over the distribution of information. These are the Ministry of State Security, the Public Security Bureau, and organizations of the Chinese Communist Party such as the Party’s Central Propaganda Department.

I concede that I cannot prove this beyond a reasonable doubt in a court of law. There may be a group of patriotic hackers in China who just hate criticism of the Communist Party and would take such action. But I believe such persistent, systematic and sophisticated attacks, some of which have taken place in the United States, in China, in Germany, and in the United Kingdom, most likely are state-directed. In addition to the Google attacks, there have been attacks on such religious groups as Falun Gong and on adherents of the Dalai Lama, both of which have been singled out by the Chinese Communist Party leadership for suppression. It is the organs of control and repression in China that need the type of information that was extracted from Google and who most profit from such penetrations.

The second type of malicious activity is designed to gather information of military, technical, scientific or economic value. Gathering this type of information may speed the development and fielding of weapons in China, improve technology in sectors of China’s industries while saving time and money in research and development, and often compromises valuable intellectual property. The organizations of the Chinese government with the missions and capabilities to conduct such activities span both military and civilian agencies in China, to include the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Technology Reconnaissance Department (signals intelligence or 3rd Department); the Electronic Countermeasures and Radar Department (4th Department); the Ministry of State Security; and the state-owned companies in China’s broad military-industrial complex.

Not all of this cyber espionage may be government controlled. There may be plenty of cyber-espionage “entrepreneurs” in China who operate outside government control that could be working on behalf of Chinese companies or the 54 state-run science and technology parks around the country.

Let us be candid, however. When the Department of Justice is prosecuting several espionage cases involving the acquisition of defense technology or information from US companies or Department of Defense agencies, an unidentified official of the Chinese government is cited as the recipient of the information, and the same type of data is being stolen by cyber penetrations, a logical person would conclude that some of this activity is directed by the Chinese government.
The recent attacks against Google exhibit the traits of both of these types of attacks. Google’s investigators discovered that, not only had the “Gmail” accounts of Chinese rights activists been compromised, but Google’s most cherished intellectual property--its source code--had been targeted. It is therefore both the organs of control and repression in China, as well as China’s technological base, that need the type of information that was extracted from Google and who most profit from the penetrations.

The third type of cyber activity may be the most dangerous for our national security. This is where foreign intelligence or military services penetrate the computers that control our vital national infrastructure or our military, reconnoiter them electronically, and map or target nodes in the systems for future penetration or attack. Malicious code is often left behind to facilitate future entry.

Regarding this third type of computer network penetration by China, General James Cartwright, then Commander of the U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) and currently Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, suggested that “I don’t think the [United States] has gotten its head around the issue yet, but I think that we should start to consider that [effects] associated with a cyber attack could, in fact, be in the magnitude of a weapon of mass destruction." General Cartwright testified before the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission that China is actively engaging in cyber reconnaissance by probing the computer networks of U.S. government agencies as well as private companies. General Cartwright told the Commission that a denial of service attack by China has the potential to cause cataclysmic harm if conducted against the United States on a large scale and could paralyze critical infrastructure or military command and control. China currently is thought by many analysts to have the world’s largest denial-of-service capability.

The data collected from these computer reconnaissance campaigns can be used for myriad purposes. Obviously, it has intelligence value for the information that may be extracted. It also helps to identify weak points in the networks. Probes into government systems help a potential adversary to understand how leaders in the United States think and to discover the communication patterns of American government agencies and private companies. General Cartwright testified that this information is akin to that which in times past had to be gathered by human intelligence over a much longer period of time. Computer penetrations also amount to extensions into a different part of the electromagnetic spectrum of warfare and information gathering that had been done by signals intelligence collection. Cartwright went on to say that in today’s information environment, the intelligence exfiltration that once took years can be accomplished in a matter of minutes in a single download session.

In a recent editorial, former National Security Agency director and Director of National Intelligence Admiral Mike McConnell reinforced General Cartwright’s admonition. Admiral McConnell argued that just as in the Cold War when the United States aimed to protect itself against nuclear attack, today we must endeavor to protect “our power grids,
air and ground transportation, telecommunications, and water filtration systems” against
the chaos that could result from successful cyber attacks.11

In April 2007, while in China, a delegation of Commissioners met with officers from the
PLA’s premier strategy research institute, the Academy of Military Sciences. When
questioned about cyber attacks, the Chinese military officers noted that scholars hold
differing opinions about whether a computer network attack may constitute an act of war.
Some argued it meets that definition, but others argued that a network attack alone
without corresponding conventional attacks does not constitute an act of war.

However, the PLA officers acknowledged that if a cyber attack targets the military
capabilities of another country and does significant damage, conventional counterattacks
are warranted. They also noted the frequent difficulty in accurately identifying the source
of cyber attacks and argued that the source must be clearly identified before a
counterattack could be responsibly launched.

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Ros-Lehtinen, computer systems play a crucial role in
modern economies today. They are vital links in the transmission of energy, fuel, power,
banking and financial data, and transportation systems.12 They are also key components
in our national security.

As important components of our national security, however, they make excellent targets.
Our unclassified government and military computer systems also have been penetrated,
as discussed in the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission reports cited
earlier. Data related to our newest defense systems has been compromised and
information therein exfiltrated, probably to China, including “several terabytes of data
related to design and electronics systems” of the F35 Lightning II, one of the United
States’ most advanced fighter planes.”13

According to an article in the Wall Street Journal, a senior U.S. intelligence official told
the newspaper that “The Chinese have attempted to map our infrastructure, such as the
electrical grid, so have the Russians.”14 The article also cites a former Department of
Homeland Security Official, who told the WSJ that “the espionage appeared pervasive
across the U.S. and doesn't target a particular company or region.”

The types of activities discussed the Wall Street Journal article are not mere speculation
on the part of U.S. officials. Chinese researchers at the Institute of Systems Engineering
of Dalian University of Technology published a paper on how to attack a small U.S.
power grid sub-network in a way that would cause a cascading failure of the entire U.S.
west-coast power grid.15 Ironically, the two Chinese researchers got access to the power
grid vulnerability data from U.S. public information. Two other researchers in China,
exploiting academic publications from American researchers, analyzed the shortcoming
of computer network attacks and introduced a new network attack platform that could
include “viruses, worm classes, and a Trojan Horse logic bomb.”16
Lieutenant General Liu Jixian, of the PLA Academy of Military Science, writes that the PLA must develop asymmetrical capabilities including space-based information support, and networked-focused ‘soft attack,’ against potential enemies. Xu Rongsheng, Chief Scientist at the Cyber Security Lab of the Institute for High Energy Physics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, told a Chinese news reporter that:

“Cyber warfare may be carried out in two ways. In wartimes, disrupt and damage the networks of infrastructure facilities, such as power systems, telecommunications systems, and education systems, in a country; or in military engagements, the cyber technology of the military forces can be turned into combat capabilities.”

Other military strategists from China’s military academies and schools of warfare theory have suggested that the PLA ought to have the capability to alter information in military command and control or logistics systems to deceive U.S. forces on resupply missions or divert supplies, as well as to be able to paralyze ports and airports by cyber or precision weapon attacks on critical infrastructure.

Simply stated, the Chinese armed forces and the security services take the United States as a potential enemy. Conflict is not a certainty, but cyber operations and cyber intelligence collection are already underway and there are regular attacks on the United States from sites in China.

Chinese People’s Liberation Army organizations are being trained and prepared in military doctrine to “expand the types of targets or objectives for armed conflict to command and control systems, communications systems and infrastructure.” Military strategist Wang Pufeng argues that “battlefield situations awareness is the core of information age warfare, which means that one must be able to destroy or jam the systems that are fundamental to [an adversary’s] situational awareness.”

With regard to information warfare, Wang Baocun, one of the leading information warfare specialists in the Chinese military, reminds readers in China that “the global information grid and global command and control systems are fundamental to the American defense system, including global positioning satellites.” In other Chinese military publications, there are suggestions that to be successful in information age warfare, one’s own military must have certain capabilities and must be able to interfere with an adversary’s ability to exploit the results of “reconnaissance, thermal imaging, ballistic missile warning, and radar sensing.”

All of this suggests that it is the Chinese military and intelligence services that are behind many of the penetrations of our defense systems. In response, the United States should take measures to strengthen the cyber and critical infrastructure of the nation. Senior officials in the Defense and State Departments should not hesitate to raise with Chinese officials complaints about cyber penetrations or attempts to use computer systems and the World Wide Web to further repress the Chinese people, or to attack people who speak out in other counties about Chinese oppression.
At the same time, we should keep in mind that in some areas of cyber crime, such as credit card theft rings and the theft of banking information, China’s law enforcement services have cooperated with the United States. And not all computer-hacking in China is controlled by the government. For certain types of banking and criminal activities, China has prosecuted its hackers.

In the following paragraphs I present some of my own views on cyber defenses and policy for your consideration:

We must monitor and defend our computer systems. Deploying robust intrusion detection systems such as the EINSTEIN 2 and 3 systems to monitor computer network flow and give us real-time alerts about malicious or harmful activity on our government computer systems is crucial to national security. This type of scanning should be expanded to include monitoring activity on critical infrastructure networks and on defense contractors who are working on classified defense programs.

Congress should ensure that the appropriate federal agencies are working with their counterparts in allied and friendly countries to detect and combat malicious cyber activity.

The U.S. government must assist in protecting U.S. critical infrastructure systems and, in fact, has the obligation to do so. The government should not inhibit industry's efforts to protect itself and should help ensure that utilities, banks, and businesses have the tools necessary for cyber defense. Regarding this issue, the National Research Council suggests that private companies (including those that operate the nation’s infrastructure) may undertake all the passive defensive actions they see fit, and that the government should provide assistance.

The Critical Infrastructure Protection Act (PL 107-296) created a program that enhances information-sharing between the private sector and government and protects the information that is shared. However, if might be useful to review anti-trust exemptions for companies that share information on infrastructure protection. The Internet Security Alliance has called for such a review.

What is left unresolved in law, however, according to a 2009 National Research Council study, is whether private companies and individuals have the right of self-defense through an active response (a counterattack). The Council suggests a review of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, Title 18 USC, Section 1030, with a goal of clarifying provisions of the law that make intentional damaging of any computer connected to the Internet a crime and exploring whether an active response should be criminalized. The National Research Council report also presents an excellent discussion of the costs and benefits associated with any government counterattacks.

It will be impossible for the government to pay for all of the necessary security improvements to the level required by the current threat, especially with the private sector
running so many parts of our nation’s critical infrastructure. The assessment of who will foot the bill must be done on a case-by-case basis. However, the government must set minimum standards for protection and if industry fails to implement the appropriate levels of protection, then the government will likely have to intervene and enforce stricter regulations.

Congress could assist in this process by enacting reforms that would allow infrastructure owners to deduct the full cost of security-related spending in the year such expenses are incurred. Allowing industries to write off security spending all at once will reduce the significant costs, thereby improving the all-important bottom line for companies investing in security.

Attacks such as the one on Google, partially intended to control media and target people critical of the government in that Communist “People’s Democratic Dictatorship,” underscore that it is important to keep the Internet free. United States policy should be to keep the Internet out of the control of some as-yet unnamed United Nations body or commission that can be institutionalized to allow authoritarian states like China to use it to repress their populations or restrict the free flow of ideas.

The State Department and other agencies of the Executive Branch should work with like-minded allies in other countries, human rights organizations and companies to monitor and develop common responses to the use of the Internet for repression.

I support laws like the Patriot Act that permit law enforcement and intelligence agencies to monitor and fight terrorists.

More work needs to be done on in defining when cyber penetrations or attacks amount to acts of war, where the perpetrator knows that a computer network attack may “directly cause destruction and serious injury.” Congress should require that the Departments of Defense, State and Justice explore these issues. Congress also should encourage such organizations as the American Bar Association and Federally Funded Research and Development Centers to work on these legal issues.

My view is that the Departments of Defense and State, with allied governments, should develop a declaratory policy on criteria to categorize computer network attacks as a use of force under international law.

The U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, on which I serve, has recommended that Congress examine any agreement involving Internet service providers that addresses pressures from the Chinese government to provide personally identifiable information about Internet users. The Commission also recommended that Congress investigate whether Chinese government press and Internet censorship violates China’s obligations as a member of the World Trade Organization.

With regard to China’s cyber activities in the United States and the impact on national security, the Commission recommended that Congress assess the effectiveness of and
resourcing for law enforcement, defense and intelligence community initiatives that aim
to develop effective and reliable attribution techniques for computer exploitation and
computer attacks.

The Commission also recommended that Congress urge the administration to develop
measures to deter malicious Chinese cyber activity directed at critical U.S. infrastructure
and U.S. government information systems.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. I will be pleased to respond to any
questions the Committee may pose.
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